[Questionnaire on the satisfaction of persons with lower-limb amputations towards their prosthesis: development and validation].
The satisfaction of persons with lower-limb amputations towards their prosthesis constitutes a critical factor in the use of the prosthesis. In order to evaluate a person's satisfaction, the SAT-PRO, a self-administrated questionnaire was developed. The questionnaire includes 15 items developed on the basis of the most significant criteria used by the person when selecting a technical aid. These criteria were measured using an ordinal categorical four-level scale. The validation of the SAT-PRO was established from a sample consisting of 61 people with below-knee or above-knee amputations, aging from 60 years and older. The internal consistency of the instrument is high (Cronback's alpha coefficient is 0.90) and the test-retest reliability coefficient (0.97) indicates a very good consistency of the questionnaire over time. Simple and multiple correlations were used to evaluate construct validity. The degree of use of the prosthesis and the feelings of depression, amongst the measured variables, are the best indicators of the satisfaction of the amputees toward their prosthesis.